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 There’s plenty to love about these new hotels, both in 
and out of Manhattan. And the room count is growing.

NEW YORK

MOR E

I
n 1976 a man named Milton Glaser made an unremarkable sketch on 
an envelope in the back seat of a New York cab. So, it may be 
surprising to learn that the doodle, I  NY, is now valued at the 
price of a small Picasso and its custodian is MoMA – except that it 
sowed the seeds for the most famous, lucrative and imitated truism 

the world has ever seen. While our romance with the city is eternal, 
there’s now lots more to love with these new additions to the hotel scene. 

11  HOWARD AND LE  COUCOU
The Danes have done it again. Designed by Space Copenhagen,  
11 Howard isn’t Scandi-inspired, it just is. It would be remiss, however, 
to write the hotel off as entirely Danish modern, considering its New 
York riff of art and edge. Originally a Holiday Inn, its entry has been 
moved to Howard Street, a more charming alternative with boutiques 
and coffee shops. With the help of creative director Anda Andrei, who 
cut her teeth working for hotelier Ian Schrager, 11 Howard is what 
proprietor Aby Rosen calls an “energetic, beautiful gem”. 

The vast, minimalist lobby features a Calder mobile, but one floor 
up at The Library, it’s a whole other story. Outfitted with furniture 
from Rick Owens, &tradition, Gio Ponti and Tobia Scarpa, the 
compositions of small tables and intimate nooks are perfect for chilling 
out. Fittingly, there are photographs of the Seagram Building, designed 
by Mies van der Rohe (Rosen now owns it). Guest rooms are “ordered 
yet fluid” say the designers, accented with ageing stone, wood and 
leathers. Think oak floors, custom beds by Danish carpenters and 
dusty-pink designer throws. To sweeten the deal even more, the hotel’s 
commitment to ‘conscious hospitality’ means that, when you book 
directly, a portion of your bill is donated to one of its aligned charities. 

Restaurant of the moment Le Coucou is next door and, while people 
are flocking for the food, it’s a real treat to dine with the divine design. 
Helmed by restaurateur Stephen Starr and chef Daniel Rose, it’s French 
bistro fare at its best. Designed by Robin Standefer and Stephen Alesch 
of Roman and Williams, the interiors exude a raw elegance, like the 
love child of a New York loft and crumbling mansion. Best time to visit 
is the evening when the hip crowd comes, the poussin starts to cook and 
the neon chook on the signage starts to glow. 11howard.com; lecoucou.com

Clockwise from top left French 
bistro-style Le Coucou. 

Vibrant wall art marking 11 
Howard. One of the hotel’s 

Standard Suites. 11 Howard’s 
library. The in-house Blond bar 

is already frequented by the 
fashion crowd. A Terrace Suite. 

Opposite page The entry to  
Le Coucou’s dining room.

Words CARLI PHILIPS 
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THE WILLIAM VALE
This 22-storey hotel set out to be everything Brooklyn is typically  
not. Sure, ‘dairy dips’ (aka ice-creams) are served out of a retrofitted 
1974 Airstream trailer, but there’s no ‘industrial chic’, according to 
architecture firm Albo Liberis. In fact, with its green, open spaces 
(including a publicly accessible, elevated park), it’s been coined an 
‘urban resort development’. 

There are a number of room categories, but major diplomacy where 
it matters because all have glassy balconies with panoramas over 
Manhattan and Brooklyn. Conceived by Studio Munge, the interiors 
adopt a contemporary modernist vibe with injections of colour in the 
furnishings and original art that run through the property. With rain 
showers, amenities by L’Occitane en Provence and linen by Frette, it’s 
tempting to stay in. But then you’d be missing out on Westlight, the 
rooftop terrace and bar with views so good you’ll feel closer to God. 

Helmed by renowned chef Andrew Carmellini, it’s easy to get 
carried away with the bites menu when tuna tartare puffs and warm 
apple hand pies are up for grabs. Also up top is the longest outdoor 
hotel pool in New York, so take some time to dip and drink. The 
William Vale is part of a crop of trendy new hotels shaking up the 
hipster hood, where, until recently, the only place to rest your head was 
an Airbnb or friend’s mattress. Now there’s no need to schlep back over 
the bridge after your craft beer and band. thewilliamvale.com 

1  HOTEL  BROOKLYN BRIDGE
This new hotel group is almost too good to be true. The “nature-
inspired lifestyle brand” vows to deliver sustainability, community, 
mindfulness and luxury to its Brooklyn Bridge outpost. That makes 
many promises, but they come good on them. The location isn’t too 
shabby either. The 10-storey development sits at Pier 1, south of the 
iconic bridge in Brooklyn Heights, with unencumbered skyline views.

There is a lot of eco-consciousness: locally made furnishings, triple-
filtered rain showers, reclaimed timber floors, hemp-blend mattresses 
and rechargeable Tesla vehicles. However, it’s not at the sacrifice of 
comfort. In the heart of the concrete jungle, it’s refreshing for nature 
to be such a focus in all 194 rooms and public spaces. Windows are 
floor-to-ceiling and there’s greenery, lots of it, peaking at the lush 
370-square-metre rooftop retreat. The rooms feature Natal mahogany 
and other materials that can be traced back to their source, such as 
original pine beams from what was the Domino Sugar Factory. On 
a micro level, there’s rotating design and culinary partnerships with 
Brooklyn creatives. Local designer Danielle Trofe and Harrison Green 
studio are incorporating native plants, greenery and reclaimed materials 
for dynamic art sculptures and a massive living, green lobby wall.

When you want to chill, there’s the restorative spa and a screening 
room. Also check the in-house calendar for some of the activities on 
offer: rooftop yoga, indie films, artist workshops and even Dark Sky 
parties to welcome in the new moon. 1hotels.com/brooklyn-bridge

From top In outdoor heaven is 
the swimming deck and 

18-metre pool at The William 
Vale. One of the hotel’s King 

rooms. Aerial view of the newly 
opened Hotel Brooklyn Bridge. 
A Bridge Suite. Surrounded by 

nature in one of the hotel’s 
private living spaces.

From top left The lobby at the 
Beekman hotel, where looking up 
is encouraged. The decor of the 

bar is perfect suited to this 
discreet architectural treasure. 

A sleep-inducing suite at the Four 
Seasons New York Downtown. 
Relaxation room at the hotel’s 

spa which is billed as an 
“urban-chic retreat”.

THE  BEEKMAN 
While the facade of The Beekman hotel is an official NYC landmark, 
praise for its glorious second coming is owed to Gerner Kronick + 
Valcarcel Architects and interior designer Martin Brudnizki, who 
collaborated to sensitively restore its most spectacular feature, a nine-
storey atrium and pyramidal skylight. Dating back to 1881, the Queen 
Anne-style building was one of the city’s first high-rises. Constructed 
from granite, red Philadelphia brick and tan Dorchester stone, it’s now 
considered one of New York’s last hidden architectural treasures. 
While it eventually fell into disrepair, the heritage landmark has risen 
from the ashes into this Downtown gem. 

All 287 rooms are outfitted in custom and vintage furniture, cocktail 
bars and curated art. Like a gothic ballroom-cum-cathedral, the pièce 
de résistance is the lobby, where its operatic enormity can be appreciated. 
Dark, opulent spaces are decorated with library lamps, Chesterfield 
sofas and panelled walls. The hotel’s rich rainbow of olive, mulberry 
and chocolate is so composed that its halls turned into the runway for 
Valentino’s sublime Pre-Fall 2017 collection.

It’s a challenge getting a table at the hotel’s restaurant, Augustine. 
Understandable really, considering it’s under the stewardship of Keith 
McNally (Balthazar, Pastis, Schiller’s). Try the Bar Room though;  
it has all the cool kids flocking in for Manhattans and jazz. Or bourbon. 
Or whisky. Regardless, it’s sure to be a classic. thebeekman.com

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL NEW YORK DOWNTOWN
Downtown, a block from One World Trade Centre, may seem like an 
unlikely location for a luxury hotel, but Tribeca is where things are 
really heating up. As the custodian of a nearby hotel and local film 
festival, actor Robert De Niro has affectionately been called the 
neighbourhood mayor. He also owns three 
restaurants, but with Wolfgang Puck’s first New York 
outpost of Cut restaurant now calling the Four  
Seasons home, there’s plenty to stay in for. 

If you don’t hold a key to one of the upper-floor 
residences designed by heavyweight design practice 
Yabu Pushelberg, there are 189 guest rooms and suites 
to choose from. The hotel describes them as having 
a “residential feel”, with an interior scheme of light 
blue, grey and taupe. In the Royal Suite (spanning  
223 square metres), the living room is outfitted with 
a blue onyx fireplace and custom oak bar topped 
with stone imported from India. 

Architect Robert AM Stern is responsible for the 
jaw-dropping double-height lobby, with its dramatic 
staircase complemented by creamy travertine and 
woven metal screens. It’s a sight to behold and sets the 
tone for the rest of the hotel. Sophisticated from 
check-in to checkout. fourseasons.com/newyorkdowntown

In the unlikely event 
that our five hotels don’t 

excite you, there are 
plenty of other options 

to choose from:

NEW IN 2016
The Redbury

The Williamsburg Hotel
The Whitby Hotel
InterContinental

Barclay
HGU NoMad

ON THE HORIZON
Hotel 50 Bowery  
 SLS Park Avenue

Edition Times Square
Public Hotel
Made Hotel
The Hoxton
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